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Quantum cryptography allows one to distribute a secret key between two remote parties using the

fundamental principles of quantum mechanics. The well-known established paradigm for the quantum key

distribution relies on the actual transmission of signal particle through a quantum channel. In this Letter,

we show that the task of a secret key distribution can be accomplished even though a particle carrying

secret information is not in fact transmitted through the quantum channel. The proposed protocols can be

implemented with current technologies and provide practical security advantages by eliminating the

possibility that an eavesdropper can directly access the entire quantum system of each signal particle.
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According to quantum mechanics, events that might
have occurred can have actual physical effects, even
though they do not in fact occur. What has been termed
as an interaction-free measurement [1–4] is a typical ex-
ample of such striking counterfactual phenomena: the
presence of an object can be determined without a photon
being scattered by the object. It has also been shown that
the outcome of a quantum computation can sometimes be
inferred without the running of a computer [5–8]. This
counterfactual computation exhibits a surprising counter-
intuitive quantum computational effect, but it seems that it
does not have a practical advantage for a specific computa-
tional purpose in its present form. Here we apply the
fundamental concept of quantum counterfactuality to a
real-world communication task in what may be called a
‘‘counterfactual communication.’’ We present a novel class
of counterfactual protocols of quantum cryptography [9–
12] that relies on the ‘‘nontransmission’’ of a signal parti-
cle (the carrier of secret information): the mere possibility
for signal particles to be transmitted is sufficient to create a
secret key.

Quantum cryptography, also known as quantum key
distribution (QKD), is considered to be a method of pro-
viding unconditional security in communications between
two remote parties (‘‘Alice’’ and ‘‘Bob’’ in the example
below). It allows, in principle, the seamless distribution of
a secret key that can be used efficiently as a one-time pad.
Any attempt by an eavesdropper (‘‘Eve’’) to gain informa-
tion about the key can be not only protected against, but
also discovered based on the laws of quantum mechanics.

The previous protocols of QKD require the transmission
of signal particles through a quantum channel. For in-
stance, Alice prepares a single photon in a quantum state
and sends it to Bob. Bob performs a measurement on the
received signal photon. Alice and Bob then obtain a per-
fectly correlated secret key by carrying out the subsequent
classical procedures of basis reconciliation, error correc-
tion, and privacy amplification. Entanglement-based pro-
tocols [13–15] also require the transmission of signal

particles. To date, all of the proposed and demonstrated
QKD protocols of which we are aware fall into the para-
digm of ‘‘signal particle transmission.’’ (All communica-
tion methods, either classical or quantum, proposed thus
far may fall into this paradigm.)
We present an entirely different approach based on the

quantum counterfactual effect. Figure 1 shows the typical
architecture of the proposed QKD system. The protocol is
initiated by triggering the single-photon source S, which
emits a short optical pulse containing a single photon. The
single-photon pulse passes through the optical circulator C
and is then split by the beam splitter BS. The polarization
state of the single-photon pulse is chosen at random to have
either horizontal polarization jHi representing the bit value
‘‘0’’, or vertical polarization jVi representing ‘‘1.’’
According to the chosen bit value, the initial quantum state

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of the proposed QKD system.
A single-photon pulse entering a Michelson-type interferometer
is split into two pulses by a beam splitter BS and travels through
two paths a and b. The interferometer is adjusted using an
optical delay OD. Therefore, if the bit values chosen at random
by Alice and Bob are different, the two split pulses are recom-
bined in the BS and the single photon is detected at detector D2
with certainty as a result of constructive interference. However,
if the two bit values are equal, a split pulse going through path b
is blocked by detector D3. Consequently, the interference is
destroyed and the photon can be detected at detector D1 with a
finite probability. In this case, the photon has been completely
isolated from the outside of Alice’s secure station, as it has
traveled through only path a.
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after the BS is given by one of the two orthogonal states

j�0i ¼
ffiffiffiffi
T

p j0iajHib þ i
ffiffiffiffi
R

p jHiaj0ib; (1)

j�1i ¼
ffiffiffiffi
T

p j0iajVib þ i
ffiffiffiffi
R

p jViaj0ib; (2)

where a and b represent, respectively, the path toward
Alice’s Faraday mirror (FM) and the path toward Bob’s
site, and where j0ik denotes the vacuum state in the mode
k ¼ a, b. R and T ¼ 1� R are the reflectivity and trans-
missivity of the BS, respectively.

Bob also randomly chooses one of the two polarizations
representing his bit value. Bob blocks the optical path b of
the single-photon pulse if the polarization of the pulse is
identical to his polarization. The blocking of optical path b
in such a polarization-selective way can be suitably ac-
complished, for instance, using the setup depicted in Bob’s
site (Fig. 1). If an optical pulse incident on Bob’s site is
horizontally polarized, it passes through the polarizing
beam splitter PBS and goes directly to the high-speed
optical switch SW. However, if the pulse is vertically
polarized, it is first reflected by the PBS, passes through
the optical loop OL, and then goes to the SW. Therefore,
through accurate control of the switch timing, Bob can
effectively switch the polarization state to the detector D3.

On the other hand, if the single-photon pulse has a
polarization orthogonal to Bob’s, its optical path b is not
affected by the SW. Hence, a split pulse travelling through
path b may be reflected by the FM in Bob’s site and is
returned back to the BS. Here, when a split pulse is
returned back to the BS, the total optical path length along
path b is identical for the two orthogonal polarization states
although the two states experience different paths in Bob’s
site. The function of the two FMs is to transform the
polarization state into its orthogonal, to offset possible
birefringence effects automatically in the optical paths of
the interferometer. It is also assumed that the detectors
shown in Fig. 1 can measure the polarization state of a
detected photon. (This can be conducted simply by ensur-
ing that each of the detectors has a polarizing beam splitter
and two conventional single-photon detectors.)

The interferometer can be stabilized using feedback
control; therefore, if Alice’s and Bob’s bit values differ,
the photon leaves the interferometer going toward detector
D2 with certainty owing to the interference effect (the
phase difference is � radians between the two paths a
and b). If, however, Alice’s and Bob’s bit values are equal,
the split pulse in path b is blocked by detector D3 and the
interference is destroyed. In this case, there are three
possibilities for a single photon: (i) the photon travels
through path a and is detected at detector D1 with proba-
bility RT; (ii) the photon travels through path a and is
detected at detectorD2with probability R2; (iii) the photon
goes to Bob through path b and is detected at detector D3
with probability T. After the detection of a photon is
completed, Alice and Bob tell each other whether or not

each of the detectors clicked. If D2 or D3 clicks, they also
announce both the detected polarization state and the initial
polarization states that were chosen. This is intended to
detect Eve’s intervention by monitoring the correct opera-
tion of the interferometer. Additionally, if D1 clicks alone,
Alice compares the detected polarization state to her initial
polarization state: if they are consistent, she does not reveal
any information about the polarization states; otherwise,
she also announces her measurement results.
Alice and Bob can then establish an identical bit string (a

‘‘sifted key’’) by selecting only the events for which D1
alone detects a photon with a correct final polarization
state. They disregard all other events, including events in
which multiple detectors click or where no detector clicks
(those events can be monitored to improve the security).
The overall efficiency of creating a sifted key bit is RT=2.
As Alice announces only the fact that a photon was de-
tected at D1 with a correct polarization state, the bit
information is not revealed to Eve. As in conventional
QKD protocols, Alice and Bob can estimate an error rate
using small portions of the sifted key obtained this way in
order to detect Eve’s intervention. A shorter key remaining
after the error estimation step may undergo error correction
and privacy amplification to become the secure final key.
In the discussion above, a sifted key is created by

selecting only the events during which a single photon is
detected at D1. Thus, in ideal cases, the photons used to
create a sifted key have not travelled through path b but
only through path a (if the photons have traveled through
the path b, they must have been detected at D3). The task
of a secret key distribution, therefore, can be accomplished
without any photon carrying secret information being sent
through the quantum channel (path b). A photon that
carries secret information has been confined from its birth
to death within Alice’s secure station, and Eve can never
access the photon. Formally speaking, when Alice’s and
Bob’s bit values are equal, the initial state j�0i collapses to
one of the two states, j0iajHib or jHiaj0ib, and the initial
state j�1i collapses to j0iajVib or jViaj0ib, due to Bob’s
measurement. To create a sifted key bit, Alice and Bob use
only two states, jHiaj0ib and jViaj0ib, among the four
collapsed states. Hence, Bob in fact extracts a secret key
from the nondetection events.
The security of the proposed protocol can be understood

by a no-cloning principle of orthogonal states in a com-
posite system which consists of two subsystems. It is
known that there are cases in which orthogonal states
cannot be cloned if the subsystems are only available one
after the other [16–19]. However, an important point of the
present protocol is that Eve can only access one subsystem
(path b) while she can never access the other subsystem
(the path a). Hence, we present here a new type of no-
cloning principle for orthogonal states: if reduced density
matrices of an available subsystem are nonorthogonal and
if the other subsystem is not allowed access, it is impos-
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sible to distinguish two orthogonal quantum states without
disturbing them. Let j�0i and j�1i be two normalized pure
states of a quantum system AB composed of two subsys-
tems, A and B. According to the Schmidt decomposition,

j�0i ¼
X

i

�ijiAijiBi; (3)

j�1i ¼
X

j

�jjjAijjBi; (4)

where jiAi (jiBi) and jjAi (jjBi) are orthonormal states for
the subsystem A (B), and where �i and �j are the Schmidt

coefficients. We also suppose that a unitary operatorU acts
only on the product space of the subsystem B and Eve’s
measuring apparatus that is in an initial normalized state
jmi. To conceal Eve’s intervention, the states j�0i and
j�1i should be left undisturbed after the unitary evolution:
Uðj�0ijmiÞ ¼ j�0ijm0i; Uðj�1ijmiÞ ¼ j�1ijm1i:

(5)

Here, jm0i and jm1i are the final states of Eve’s measuring
apparatus. As U does not act on subsystem A, Eq. (5)
becomes

UðjiBijmiÞ ¼ jiBijm0i; UðjjBijmiÞ ¼ jjBijm1i: (6)

Thus, by unitarity,

hiBjjBi ¼ hiBjjBihm0jm1i (7)

from which it follows that either jm0i ¼ jm1i, or hiBjjBi ¼
0 for all i and j. The condition hiBjjBi ¼ 0 for all i
and j implies that reduced density matrices of the sub-
system B, �sðBÞ ¼ TrA½j�sih�sj�, are orthogonal
(Tr½�0ðBÞ�1ðBÞ� ¼ 0). Therefore, provided that the re-
duced density matrices of the available subsystem B
are nonorthogonal, Eve cannot gain any information
without disturbing the states j�0i or j�1i, even when the
states are orthogonal. It can be verified from Eqs. (1) and
(2) that the reduced density matrices of the available sub-
system (the path b) are nonorthogonal. That is,
Tr½�0ðpath bÞ�1ðpath bÞ� ¼ R2 � 0, where �sðpath bÞ ¼
Trpath a½j�sih�sj�. For R ¼ 0, however, the states j�0i and
j�1i can be distinguished without disturbance, which is
consistent with our intuition.

In conventional QKD protocols relying on the trans-
mission of a signal particle, Eve can fully access, individu-
ally or coherently, signal particles sent through the
quantum channel. In the present protocol, however, Eve
cannot access the entire quantum system of each signal
particle, but only part of the quantum system [20]. This
distinctive property naturally leads to practical security
advantages in various situations (see Appendix in
Ref. [21] for detailed analysis of several eavesdropping
strategies).

A complete analysis of the QKD security, including
various experimental imperfections, is left for future study

[22–26]. However, it is worthwhile to point out here that
the present protocol provides clear security advantages for
cases in which weak coherent pulses with nonzero multi-
photon probabilities are used for practical implementation
in place of single-photon pulses. First, Eve cannot deter-
mine the number of photons in each pulse because she is
not allowed to access path a. Furthermore, it is impossible
for Eve to measure even the number of photons travelling
through the quantum channel (path b), provided that she
does not disturb the states. Eve obtains ‘‘which-path’’
information through the photon number measurement in
path b, and she destroys the interference. Hence, Eve may
cause detection errors, and she may be detected due to the
photon number measurement itself. Thus, the present pro-
tocol is inherently robust against the so-called ‘‘photon-
number-splitting’’ attack [27,28]. Second, Eve cannot split
a photon when all of the photons in the pulse travel through
path a. That is, if all of the photons are detected atD1 after
traveling through path a, the bit information is not revealed
to Eve, even when a multiphoton pulse is used. Finally, Eve
cannot obtain a copy of the initial quantum state even when
she succeeds in splitting a photon. That is, Eve only obtains
a ‘‘collapsed’’ state whenever she knows that she has a
photon, and she remains limited by the no-cloning
theorem.
Every component and device needed for the proposed

QKD system is currently available. Therefore, actual im-
plementation of the present protocol is expected to appear
soon for short-range applications [29]. For long-distance
implementations, however, it seems that there are two
technical difficulties. One is the high channel loss due to
the round-trip path. This channel loss problem may be
overcome if the security advantages of the present protocol
could allow the use of higher light intensity than previous
protocols. The second difficulty is that it may be hard to
stabilize a long-armed interferometer. However, consider-
ing recent experimental developments related to this prob-
lem [30], it seems that the present protocol may eventually
operate over (at least) several tens of kilometers.
We have considered a Michelson-type interferometer

using two orthogonal states merely because it is simple
and feasible for practical applications. It is clear that the
present protocol can be modified to incorporate the fea-
tures of other QKD protocols. For instance, instead of
using two orthogonal polarization states, it is possible to
use either four polarization states as in the BB84 protocol
[10] or two nonorthogonal states as in the B92 protocol
[11]. When two nonorthogonal states are used, the pro-
posed protocol becomes more robust, at the expense of key
rate, against a passive beam-splitting attack in which Eve
can insert a beam splitter and replace the quantum channel
by an ideal lossless channel without inducing any error. If
there is some loss in the quantum channel and if weak
coherent pulses are used, Eve can sometimes obtain infor-
mation about the bit value using the passive beam-splitting
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attack. However, if two nonorthogonal polarization states
are used, Eve cannot learn about the bit value even when
she succeeds in splitting a photon. In addition, it is note-
worthy that these protocols can also be correctly imple-
mented using a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer [31]. It
seems that various protocols and implementation schemes
will appear within the counterfactual paradigm, where the
central concept is the nontransmission of a signal particle.
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